
SE 492 Biweekly Report

Group 12

Make Recipes Readable Again

Client/Advisor: Mat Wymore

Team Members:

John Paton - Team Lead

Brett Knous - Meeting Scribe

Luke Knous - Test Facilitator

Vismay Gehlot - Design Facilitator

Rithwik Gokhale - Report Facilitator

Weekly Summary: Vismay, Rithwik, and Luke worked together on the frontend design while

John and Brett focused on creating functional requests from websites to be parsed and have

data extracted.

Past Week Accomplishments: John and Brett made more progress on the web-scraping front

and Vismay, Rithwik, and Luke finished a base layout of the pages in front-end

Individual Contributions:

Name Individual
Contributions

This week’s hours Cumulative hours

John Created function to
fetch HTML from
recipe websites. This
will allow us to now
parse through the
data for relevant
information to display

10 32



to end users.

Brett Continued to work on
implementing a
solution to the
problem of making
http requests with
React. Jack ended up
finding the solution
though. Began
integrating the
backend functionality
with a React project.

8 32

Luke Continued work on
design decisions and
started the process of
narrowing choices for
color scheme (a
popular choice is
orange and grey).
Helped a team
member set up front
end environment.

9 32

Vismay Created a fully
functioning initial
front-end page for our
application, which
includes a welcome
screen as well as a
section where the
information will
appear, and finally
buttons to tweak the
output to user
preferences.

12 29

Rithwik Assisted team
member in setting up
front end
environment and
went over a review of
basic layout, color
scheme, etc. Aided in
developing a page of
the front end

10 29

Plans for the upcoming week:



● Connect front-end pages together and make sure they can be tabbed through using

gestures or buttons on screen.

● Test the front-end using dummy data.

● Create methods to parse data from extracted HTML to be sent to the app’s backend.


